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Abstract. This paper proposes the chlorophyll prediction in Pathumthani1 rice based on
the image processing technique. The algorithm is developed to analyse the colour in the
image by separating the components from rice leaf and computing the average value of
red, green, and blue colours (RGB colours). The relationship between the average value
and the amount of the chlorophyll is measured by using the chlorophyll meter SPAD-502
with multiple linear regressions. The results showed that the average value of the RGB
colours is highly correlated with the amount of the chlorophyll from the rice leaf. To
evaluate the accuracy, the chlorophyll prediction has been tested with 60 different rice
leaves and the accuracy of the proposed method is 96.12%.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The Relationship between Chlorophyll and Nitrogen
The green pigments found in plants is a result of the absorption of chlorophyll within the plant cells.
Chlorophyll is responsible for photosynthesis process assimilated from sunlight to create synthetic
substance and transfer from leaf to the other parts so as to make the plant growth [1]. The chlorophyll
contains nitrogen element as an important component [2]. When the plant loses the nitrogen, the amount
of the chlorophyll will be decreased, which causes the pale-yellow leaf called Chlorosis and affects the
productivity of the plant. The nitrogen management, which affects the quality and quantity of the highest
production, in rice cultivation occurs when the farmers know that the quantity of the nitrogen in all the
stages during the rice growth by assessing the nitrogen from the leaf [3]. Rice is a plant that is sensitive to
the change of the nitrogen content which expresses in the changing of the leaf colour [4]. Therefore, the
change of the nitrogen content in the rice would affect both the chlorophyll and the leaf colour. Currently,
the chlorophyll meter SPAD-502 is a well-known device that is used to determine the nitrogen content of
the leaf. It is simple, fast, safe, and efficient in its operations [5]. The device can be used to determine the
nitrogen content in many plants such as rice [6], grains [7], and potatoes [8]. Therefore, the chlorophyll
meter is a tool that is used to obtain the chlorophyll content of the leaf without a leaf damaged. The
chlorophyll meter takes the advantage of the absorption and the reflection principle of a different
wavelength since a chlorophyll properties can absorb a wavelength between 420 to 460 nm and 630 to 660
nm and reflect a green wavelength. Figure 1 shows the absorption and reflection reaction of chlorophyll a
and chlorophyll b [9].

Fig. 1. The Absorption and Reflection Reactions of the Chlorophyll.
The quantity of the chlorophyll in the leaves is known, the amount of the needed nutrients could be
estimated. Currently, a chlorophyll meter is used to manage plant nutrients as it calculates the nitrogen
quantity from the leaf by using a relation equation. In the manual of the chlorophyll meter SPAD-502, the
chlorophyll content and the nitrogen value are highly correlated. As the result, the nitrogen value can be
estimated from a chlorophyll content, which is called as SPAD-Value [10]. Figure 2 shows a correlation
between the chlorophyll content and the nitrogen value.
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Fig. 2. Correlation between SPAD value and Nitrogen concentration.
1.2. Regression Analysis
Regression Analysis is a statistical method used to determine the relationship between two or more
quantitative variables to predict the value of one variable from other variables. Regression analysis is widely
used in fields such as medicine, science, business, economic and social sciences [11]. For example, the
regression analysis is used to predict the factors affecting the use of Information Technology in small and
medium businesses [12]. Furthermore, regression analysis is used in predicting science and social science, as
the Lifetime prediction of a metal sheet [13], the adsorption of Free Fatty Acid from Crude Palm Oil on
Magnesium Silicate Derived from Rice Husk [14], the factors that influence satisfaction in the lives of the
American people [15], and the size of the leaf in soybean [16]. There are two types of variables in the
regression analysis; independent variables and the dependent variable. The dependent variable is the
unknown variable that requires relationship equations and is the result of the demand forecast. Regression
analysis between an independent variable and a dependent variable is called simple linear regression analysis.
While the use of the chlorophyll meter is a reliable way to estimate the quantity of the nitrogen, the device
is costly. Therefore, this method is not widely used in agriculture [17]. Digital image processing is another
way that can be used to estimate the quantity of nitrogen content of the rice leaf. The study showed that the
average green value (G) in the image is an inverse pattern with the amount of the chlorophyll measured by
the chlorophyll meter (SPAD-502) [18]. In this paper, we focus on Pathumthani1 rice. We present the
design of the image processing technique by selecting the rice leaf in the different areas and analysing the
average red, green, and blue colours (RGB colours). Then the relationship between the average colour and
the quantity of the chlorophyll is evaluated to create the model for the chlorophyll prediction. To capture
the image, a webcam camera that has a resolution of 1.3 million pixels is used and installed inside the
structure with a stable light control.

2. Proposed Method
The relationship between the average value of RGB colours and the amount of the chlorophyll measured
by using the SPAD-502 is conducted with the Pathumthani1 rice. This process is divided into two parts as
follows;
 The design of the image processing.
 The analysis of the relationship between the average colour value and the amount of the
chlorophyll, and the model for the chlorophyll prediction.

(A) The Design of the Image Processing
This process is implemented to select the desired component from the image or extracting the area of the
rice leaf to analyse colour value. The image contains a foreground object that is considered as the rice leaf
and a background. Therefore, the algorithm first needs to separate a foreground object from the
background. Segmentation is one of the techniques used to separate the component of the image by using
a parameter called a threshold. In general, a threshold can be defined in several ways, including the
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histogram value of the average value of the colours of the captured image [19]. The threshold that defines
more than one values is called Multiple Threshold. This type of the threshold is usually utilised when
separating the component of the image from more than two parts [20]. In image segmentation, the system
obtains the components of the image and the colours of the rice leaf are analysed to compute the average
value of the RGB colours [21]. In this paper, the images are taken from the rice leaf by using the designated
tool. The captured image has 1.3 million pixels. The light conditions are controlled for resolving the
problem of the instability of the light. The tool used in image capture is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. (A) The Designated Device to Capture a Leaf; (B) The Installation a Web Camera in a Lab.
The image of the rice leaf is captured from the designated tool is processed to separate the elements of the
leaf from the background [22]. It processes by adjusting the background colour to obtain a clear vision of
different surfaces of the rice leaf [23], then separating the elements of the surface, and analysing its value.
The algorithm for separating the surface of the leaf is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Diagram of Image processing algorithm for paddy leaf chlorophyll using the colour model.
The process of the average value of the RGB colours is described below:
1) Input RGB Image
Firstly, the rice leaf image is taken from the designated tool. The captured image is in RGB colour and has
1.3 million pixels in a JPEG format. The example image is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. The Rice Leaf Image Used in the Processing.
2) Convert RGB to Grayscale
The image that contains RGB colours is imported into the system, then converted the grayscale colour
model by using conversion technique to calculate the average of the red green, and blue values as shown in
Eq. (1) [24]. The result of the converted colour model is shown in Fig. 6.
R ( x, y )  G ( x, y )  B ( x, y )
3

gray ( x, y ) 

where

(1)

R  x, y  is the value of red of x, y coordinates in the two-dimensional space;

G  x, y  is the value of green of x, y coordinates in the two-dimensional space;

B  x, y  is the value of blue of x, y coordinates in the two-dimensional space.

Fig. 6. The Converted Grayscale Image.
3) Convert Grayscale to Binary Image
After converting to the grayscale image, the image is then converted into a binary image. The system
converts the multi-colour that has the scale between 0 and 255 to a binary image that has only two values of
which 0 represents black, and 255 represents white. These values are divided by the threshold (T) [25]. The
conversion process and the result of black and white colour are shown in Eq. (2), and Fig. 7, respectively.
 0 if
F ( x, y )  
255 if

where

F ( x, y )  T
F ( x, y )  T

T  F   c
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M N
  F ( x, y )
M  N x1 y 1
1



(4)



M N
2
  F  x, y   F
M  N x1 y 1
1

(5)

And C is an optimal constant variable of the colour in the range of 5-10.

Fig. 7. The Example of Black and White Image.
The next procedure is to adjust the value of the black and white of grayscale to the binary value. Let 255
equals to 1 in binary provided by Eq. (6). The values of the surface of the rice leaf and its background equal
to 0 and 1, respectively. The result is shown in Fig. 8.
0 if
F  x, y   
1 if

F ( x, y )  0
F ( x, y )  255

(6)

Fig. 8. The Converted Binary Image.
4) Inverse Binary Image
The binary image is then inverted by using an image enhancement provided by multiplication as shown in
Eq. (7). The result of the inversion of the binary is shown in Fig. 9.
0 if
F  x, y   
1 if
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F ( x, y )  1
F ( x, y )  0

(7)
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Fig. 9. The result of the Inversion of the Binary Image.
5) Multiplication of RGB Image with Image.
This procedure multiplies the original image to the black background and divides the image’s
components explicitly. It adjusts the background colour of the original image to 0 by using multiplication as
shown in Eq. (8). Figure 10 shows the result that combines the black background with the actual colour of
the leaf.
(8)
F _ Ojiginal ( x, y)  F _ Original ( x, y)  F _ Binary ( x, y )
where F _ Ojiginal ( x, y) is the original image;
F _ Binary ( x, y ) is the binary image.

Fig. 10. Multiplication of Original and Binary images.
6) Analysis of the Average Value of RGB
This procedure presents an analysis of the RGB colours of the leaf image by averaging all values,
including the red, green, and blue as shown in Eq. (9).
m n
  F ( x, y )
x 1 y 1
Average _ Colors 
mn

where

(9)

Average _ Colors is the average red, green and blue value;

F ( x, y ) is the red, green, and blue image in colour space.

(B) The Analysis of the Relationship between the Average Colour Value and the Amount of the
Chlorophyll

The relationship between the average colour value and the amount of the chlorophyll can be derived by
planting 40 pots of Patumthani1 rice. The nitrogen fertilisation is divided into four types, including
1 kg/1600m2, 4 kg/1600m2, 8 kg/1600m2, 12 kg/1600m2. The chlorophyll is measured by using the
SPAD-502. In the tillering stage, 160 leaves are gathered by randomly selecting four leaves in each pot. In
each leaf, we analyse five points and recognise it by averaging the chlorophyll value as shown in Figs. 11 and 12.
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Fig. 11. The chlorophyll meter SPAD-502.

Fig. 12. Five points in measuring the rice leaf.
Then the 60 samples are randomly selected from the previous stage will be measured the chlorophyll
by using the chlorophyll meter SPAD-502 and photography equipment. The value and chlorophyll from
the 60 samples are obtained to analyse the correlation between the variables. The analysis of linear
regression in [26] is applied to study the relationship. The distribution of the average value of the RGB
colour and chlorophyll is shown in Figs. 13-15. The image result and the colour value are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 13. Scatter Diagram of the Average of the Red Colour and Chlorophyll.
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Fig. 14. Scatter Diagram of the Average of Green Colour and Chlorophyll.

Fig. 15. Scatter Diagram of the Average of the Blue Colour and Chlorophyll.
Table 1. The Image Result and Colour Value.
No

Image Result

Red

Green

Blue

SPAD

1

49.984

103.908

70.446

40.2

2

59.996

118.822

60.366

34.7

3

55.868

113.439

66.647

38.5

4

74.783

146.335

57.92

26

5

119.894

167.592

73.401

19.8
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The scatter diagram in Fig. 13 presents the distribution of the average of the red colour and
chlorophyll, which indicates that the data are inversely correlated with each other; a high value of the colour
will be consistent with the amount of chlorophyll at the low level. Then Fig. 14 shows the distribution of
the average of the green colour and chlorophyll that are also inversely correlated with each other. However,
The Blue colour does not correlate with the chlorophyll level as shown in a Fig. 15. When analysing the
average value of the colours and chlorophyll with the linear regression, the average value of the three
colours has a different relationship with the chlorophyll value. The percentage of correlation is
demonstrated as the R^2 coefficient shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The Coefficient Determination of Variables: R^2.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Variable

r
-0.900
-0.953
-0.045
-0.953
-0.960
-0.977
-0.979

Red vs Chlorophyll
Green vs Chlorophyll
Blue vs Chlorophyll
Red and Green vs Chlorophyll
Red and Blue vs Chlorophyll
Blue and Green vs Chlorophyll
Red and Green and Blue vs Chlorophyll

R^2
81.0%
90.8%
0.2%
90.9%
92.2%
95.5%
95.8%

According to Table 2, the coefficients of the red, green, and blue are mostly correlated with the
chlorophyll. Therefore, the linear regression model is created to predict the chlorophyll value by calculating
the average of the red, green, and blue values. The linear model is shown in Eq. (10).
Chlorophyll  59.3  0.87 x  0.251x  0.166 x
1
2
3

where

(10)

x1 is the average red value;
x 2 is the average green value;
x3 is the average blue value.

3. Experimental Result
From the experiment, the amount of the chlorophyll tested with the random selection of the 60 leaves by
using the chlorophyll meter. The error can be calculated from Eq. (11) and the accuracy can be calculated
from Eq. (12). Table 3 shows the experimental result of the proposed model that can accurately measure
the amount of chlorophyll at 96.12% and the average error is 3.88%.
% Error 

mt
t

%Accuracy  1 

where

 100

mt
t

(11)

 100

(12)

m is the measured value (from development device);
t is the true value (from SPAD-502).

Table 3. The experimental result.
No
1
2
3
...
59
60
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Chlorophyll Real
34.4
34.7
32.2
...
35.6
31.9

Chlorophyll Prediction
34.68
32.63
29.10
....
35.59
32.53

%Accuracy
99.19%
93.67%
89.38%
…
99.98%
98.06%

% Error
0.81%
6.33%
10.62%
...
0.02%
1.94%
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4. Conclusion
The average of the red and green colours obtained from the image processing is correlated with the amount
of the chlorophyll in the rice leaf. There is no correlation between the blue colour and the amount of the
chlorophyll. However, the average value of colours can achieve a higher correlation when integrating with
the average value of the red and green colour. As the result, the average value of three colours is correlated
with the amount of the chlorophyll in the rice leaf. The highest value of R^2 is equal to 95.8%. The
proposed method achieves the average accuracy of the amount of the chlorophyll from the samples at
96.12%. Therefore, the relationship model could be derived to analyse the amount of the chlorophyll in the
rice leaf and predict the amount of the nitrogen. We plan to further develop the model that evaluates the
nutrient requirements of plants.
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